Routers are used to connect both similar and dissimilar LANs. Routers are connected to access points. Access point provides wireless connectivity of a wired LAN. Whenever we consider router or access point for communication, in many cases, they are based on passphrase based security. It can be shown that MITM (Man in the middle attack) based on dictionary attack can be launched very easily and the security of entire network goes down. So we present a cryptographic scheme based on mathematical properties to overcome this problem with various associated advantages.
INTRODUCTION
Networks connected by routers and access points are based on passphrase based security. It's all about routers or access points which provide you wireless connectivity of a wired network. Routers connect dissimilar LANs and perform NAT operation that is network address translation and connects with access points to provide wireless connectivity. So if the security of access point is compromised, the security of entire communication is in deep trouble [1] [2] . For illustration of this we develop a router connecting two LANs and configure the entire setup and simulate the results for the protocol environment. The setup contains two switches (model 2960), router 2911 and six PCs as end devices or nodes. Switch to router and switch to nodes connection are made accordingly.
Figure-1: Showing router and switch connections
The address table of this network is as shown below in the table.
Table-1: Denote addresses of the network
Here PC0, PC1 and PC2 are connected to LAN1 while PC3, PC4 and PC5 are connected to LAN2. LAN1 and LAN2 both uses switch 2960 named switch0 and switch1 respectively. We have given network address to LAN1 is 192.168.1.0/25 and network address to LAN2 is 192.168.1.128/25. The router is connected to LAN1 via gigabit Ethernet 0/0 port with the corresponding IP address of 192.168.1.1/25 which will be the default gateway for all the PCs of LAN1. Similarly router is connected to LAN2 via gigabit Ethernet 0/1 port with the corresponding IP address of 192.168.1.129/25 which will be the default gateway for all the PCs of LAN2. The link connecting router to these nodes is still down so to make this up we need to perform some programming change to develop the environment for the protocol [3] [4] . For link change of LAN 1, we select CLI mode that is command line interface of router. They are as follows.
Table-2: Required programming for router to LAN 1
Similarly for LAN2 we need to perform the similar programming in CLI.
Table-3: Required programming for router to LAN 2
So by this programming on CLI both the links are up and started working and router can provide connection to access points for wireless connectivity. 
Passphrase based Authentication
It can be divided into two broad categories i.e. Open system authentication and shared key authentication. Here we will talk about shared key authentication for our consideration [5] [6].
Shared key authentication
When we want to start the communication process, the mobile phone (or the Computer/Laptop) sends a request for authentication purpose to the corresponding access point. The access point replies with a challenge text to the computer. The computer encrypts this challenge text with the key and sends it back to the access point. The access point decrypts the message and compares it with the original challenge text. If it matches, the access point sends an authentication code to the computer which is obviously accepted by the computer and by this way computer is now a part of the network. The idea is that the entire authentication process is based on the key. If a malicious computer or intruder becomes a part of the network, the security of the entire network is in trouble for the duration of the session or as long as it remains within the range of that access point [7] . This is a series flaw in shared authentication because it is a simple challenge response protocol. The design is vulnerable to dictionary attacks and MITM [8] [9][10].
PROPOSED SCHEME TO AVOID VULNERABILITY
Here we consider a mobile tries to communicate with an access point which is providing connectivity to a wired LAN.
Here authentication is very important to avoid man in the middle attack because an active intruder named Oscar can degrade the performance of the entire network. He may launch a dictionary attack. Oscar knows that the network access is open to everyone means anyone can connect to the network. It means Oscar can launch MITM attack in case of password failure. The proposed scheme is nothing but a cocktail protocol of Diffie-Hellman key agreement with commitment scheme [11] . The commitment scheme has binding and hiding properties. The protocol has two phases to execute i.e. set up phase and communication phase [12] .
Set up phase
We will denote access point by and mobile device by and intruder Oscar by .Let represents a generator of a group where is a large prime essential for security. and selects and from this group as their private values ( and will never transfer anywhere separately) and calculates and . 
SECURITY ANALYSIS
As mentioned earlier, it's a cocktail protocol so it has all the security level which a DH protocol has. The private parameters and are never transmit anywhere and to compute from or from is discreet log problem which is hard. Now we discuss the security analysis of the
MITM Resist
Suppose Oscar starts the communication as an active intruder with access point. Oscar pretends to be the original mobile device. Oscar sends his commitment value to which is the commitment of calculating the random string where and and sends it to access point.
will send its code that is to Oscar. Now Oscar modify the incoming message from access point and send it to . In reply will send pair as usual. Since this pair is unique, apart from all the hacking efforts when it comes to authentication stage of the protocol that is , the streams will not match. So this authentication failure provides resistance against MITM and there is no chance of further exchanging of parameters for key sharing [15].
Figure-3: Showing possible MITM connection between access point and mobile device

Probability of Brute Force
Since the success of authentication depends on the selection of random strings, the only chance of Oscar's success is when and select same bit stream. So probability of brute force is . The selection of gives us which is which is negligible. One can understand that the probability will approach zero if one selects .
No Collision Protocol
The commitment primitives are ideal in our assumption. It indicates that the binding primitive is unique for in a manner so that is never possible (until is not known). The same security consideration applies for because are the primitives of commitment pair [16].
Security of DH protocol
The private selected values and are never transmitted anywhere. The only chance of intruder's success is possible if he calculates from or from which is not possible as DH discreet log problem is secure [17].
No dictionary attack
Since in every run, protocol is bounded with the commitment primitives which are based on random string value so the dictionary attack is not possible [18].
ASSOCIATED ADVANTAGES 4.1 Security Equivalent to OTP
In the protocol run, the transmitter and receiver selects random string which is responsible for the development of commitment primitives. This random selection provides security equivalent to OTP (one time pad) which is assumed strongest in cryptography [19] [20].
Savings of computational overheads
In case of authentication failure , protocol will not run further and the session declines. It will save computational resources in all those cases where authentication is not provided [21].
Enhances security level
As discussed above, the protocol provides security level of one time pad. This security level further enhanced with the hardness of DH protocol as to calculate from or from is hard and computationally infeasible [22].
Extension of the protocol
We have proposed the protocol for two parties but the idea can be extended to group communication protocol since the calculation is simple but the security level is very high. Any communication scenario whether it is EHR (Electronic health record) system or military battlefield where authentication and security is prime concern, the protocol can be utilized [23][24].
CONCLUSION
The protocol can beat dictionary attack and MITM. Since the success probability is very less, brute force attack is not possible. Here we are achieving security of one time pad (OTP) which is unbeatable. Once we make sure that the Wi-Fi access of wired network is safe, it always help us to achieve cryptographic goals. The customization of the protocol is user dependent as length of string determines the probability of successful attack. In case of heavy traffic load or in peak hours user can enhance the security level by increasing the value of and otherwise, moderate value of is good enough for security.
FUTURE SCOPE
The proposed scheme has a very rich future scope. We have proposed point to point protocol that can be extended to group communication as well. The protocol run time can also be shown so that the comparison can be made with existing schemes in this category. The calculation related to computational overheads can be shown because mobiles and wireless access devices are battery powered where power consumption is a key issue. 
